Kindly mention the name of
Applicant here

COMPREHENSIVE UNDERTAKING
1.

"I/We _____ undertake to accept the voltage level as supplied by PSPCL
according to Rule-54 of Indian Electricity Rules or Regulations notified by CEA
under Section 53 of the Act and in the event of Higher/Lower Voltage than that
declared I/We undertake to lower/raise the same with the help of OLTC (On/Off
load tap changer) provided in my/our transformer installed for receiving the supply
from PSPCL.
That in the event of any damage to machinery or loss of production due to
higher/lower voltage for causes beyond the reasonable control of PSPCL, I/We
shall not claim any compensation from the PSPCL."

2.

I/We undertake that my/ours associates/sister concern are neither involved
in any case of theft of power / UUE anywhere in the state and nor any case for
recovery of the amount charged against him/her or their associates is pending in
the Court/ Special Court or 'Dispute Settlement Committee or Forum' or Appellate
Authority or Ombudsman and in the event of such a case being detected supply
to the premises is liable to be disconnected.

3.

I/We undertake that no other connection already exists in the premises for
which the connection is being applied.

4.

I/We undertake that if any problem arises regarding right of way in the
construction of 11/66KV then PSPCL will not be responsible for any financial loss
or damages to us (the consumer) due to any delay in the construction of line.

5.

I/We undertake that the documents which have been uploaded on PSPCL
website for Single Window System clearance are genuine and correct. If any
document

found

unsuitable

as

per

PSPCL

requirement

then

an

applicant/consumer shall not claim any damages for delay in grant of feasibility
clearance.
6.

I/We undertake that my/our unit is located in<Complete Address> which is
approximately -----------meters away from scheduled road/national highway and
hence NOC from Puda/Local Authority is not required as per Supply Code2014 Clause 6.4.3 (c) (i) and Clause 6.4.3 (c) (iv) .
Kindly mention Distance and Address

Signature of Applicant is Required at the bottom of the page

